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Emily Cook Build Your Library Details 26 August 2020 Build Your Library offers a secular opportunity to approach education based on literature that follows a historical timeline. It covers history, literature (including poetry), science and art. Math, spelling, grammar and phyling/reading initiation should be taught separately.
There are programs that cover classes K up to 12. Children a class or two apart can be taught from a single level of the program, but not if the age range is greater than that. The themes for history and science for each level are: Kindergarten - Children of the world and animals and their 1st grade ecosystems - Study of
the ancient world and nature 2nd class - Middle School, Earth, Geography and Space 3th Grade - Early Modern and Chemistry 4th Grade - Modern World and Physics 5th Grade - American History, Part 1 and Elemental Science Biology 6. Grade - American History, 2.part and Elemental Science Earth Science 7th
Grade - World Geography and Elemental Science Chemistry 8th Grade - Crash Course in World History and the History of Science 9th Grade - Prahistoric World 10 Class - World History, Part 1 11th Class - World History, Part 2 12th Class - American History Each level is presented in a single teacher's guide (available
only as a downloadable file). The guides, which appear to be averaging about 250 pages per level, provide daily lesson plans to use a package of real books to cover different subject areas. This program has many attractions of the Charlotte Mason-style program. Build Your Library uses a wide range of real books,
including contemporary children's literature. Some are books about the spine that are used for weeks or months, while others are books that are used in a few weeks or less. You may want to buy books on your spine, but you could borrow many other books from the library. Children start with poetry in first class and
create nature drawing magazines. First-graders start copycat activities as soon as their writing skills develop up to this point so that they can make them comfortable. The children eventually switch to navka. The narrative is used throughout the program. To make the narrative interesting, the program includes narrative
cards (which can be printed and cut out) that offer different forms of narrative that stretch the definition of narrative beyond the reach of the oral response. Examples of some narrative options are: Create a puppet show based on reading. Draw a scene from reading and include a short caption. Write a song or a song
inspired by reading. Plan a story-based quiz. In addition to the above activities, students also create timelines and do map work and research. Timeline information, outline maps, and notebook pages are included in the teacher's manual. Students create a notebook when working through Lessons include links to
documentary DVDs or online videos that you may want to use with lessons. Links for videos as well as recommended books often connect to Amazon so you can identify the exact source. However, you are welcome to borrow or purchase elsewhere. Many videos are available through Netflix, but some may be available
in your local library. Each week, the lesson is displayed in a one-page chart. Then the daily lesson plans add details, including words that students will meet, copy assignments, memory work and activities. Activities are generally explained in resource books and not in the guide itself. Lesson plans set out specific pages
to be read or used in each book every day, making it very easy for an employee to figure out what needs to be done. While this is a read-intensive program, however, it involves some multi-sensory activities such as nature drawing and scientific experiments, as well as multi-sensory storytelling possibilities. Books used to
varying levels include a number of popular books such as The Story of the World Series Susan Wise Bauer, One Small Square: Woods, The Random House Book of Poetry for Children, The Usborne Internet Encyclopedia Linked of World History, Joy Hakim's A History of US Series, and the Kingfisher Science
Encyclopedia, along with many bigraphies, and books of historical fiction. The teaching guide lists which books are needed and which are optional. Some of these books you'll want to read a lot even in older children, but older students should be able to do a lot of their reading and other work independently. Science is
included for all grades. Until the fourth grade, the program uses a mix of real books such as books from DK, Usborne, the Magic School Bus series and experimental books. Emily Cook, creator of Build Her Library, prefers a strong secular perspective to science, so fifth and sixth-grade courses use Real Science
Odyssey: Biology 2 and Real Science Odyssey Astronomy 2, along with the number of live books. Courses in elementary science are used for seventh and eighth grades, although that could change. The ninth class includes assumption, geology and evolution studies with a selection of living books. For the tenth and
eleventh grades, science is studied primarily from the direction of biology CK-12 or chemistry CK-12. Covering the constituent skills seems to be a weekly area. In addition to storytelling, copying and uploading activities, students are occasionally assigned composition tasks, such as writing a short science report. The
sixth-degree programme adds instructions for writing research work and some additional compositional tasks. However, it seems to me that pupils need more instruction and practice in different forms of so it is likely that to complement this area. As I mentioned, the program is secular. The books needed for the course
are usually secular in outlook. For the most part, this could suit religious families, which only complement it by studying their own religion. However, Christians and Jews may have a problem with the book World Mythology for Children, which was shot by Sarah Y. Cook in the first-class program. The book is included as
the last 49 pages of the teacher's manual. This secular treatment of mythology includes Egyptian, Jewish, Mesopotamian, Chinese, Greek and Roman mythological stories. These two Jewish stories are creations and floods from the Scriptures, but they are presented without attribution or distinction, basically the same as
other myths. Although global mythology is considered a fundamental resource for children, it could be used selectively or presented differently. A strong emphasis on ninth-grade evolution can also be problematic for some families. Teachers guides to Build Your Library are a very reasonable price. Your higher costs will



be for other books and resources you will need to buy. However, since most of these are useless real books, they will help you build your family library as well as this year's curriculum. In general, the possibility of Build Your Library is a great choice for families looking for a secular program based on literature. Note: Build
Your Library also sells cheap, short-term unit studies on topics such as The Hobbit, Sharks, and Darwin and Evolution.When prices appear, note that they are subject to change. Click on the links where it is available to check price accuracy.$29.95 - $59.95 per level Store Our Black Friday/Cyber Monday Sales! To start
the holiday season we have a sale that you won't want to miss! No lines, no waiting for BuildYourLibrary.com! Everything from the comfort of your sofa or comfortable chair! Oh, my God, is it that time of year? You can take 25% off all our products during our back-to-back Black... Continue reading Shop Our Black
Friday/Cyber Monday Sale! Read more © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Are you looking for a home school based on literature that is secular? What about how to incorporate storytelling, copying, nautration and memory work into your child's education? Or art that connects to history? What about secular
science, which in basic years is mostly literature? Well, you've come to the right place! Welcome to Build your library curriculum! I'm a home school, and for years I've been looking for a curriculum that suits my needs.  I've had enough to put every program to death to make it work for my family. One day I had a
revelation. It would be easier just to write your own program! That's when the Build Your Library was born. I set up to create a complete, flexible Curriculum. The one who would fill a lot of needs. Charlotte Mason inspired the home curriculum, but with the turn of the 21st century... I wanted a curriculum that was rich in
great literature, not just old fashion tom. Exceptional contemporary children's literature must also be included. I wanted a history-based curriculum, but it didn't drown your child in historical fiction. That made the narrative a priority, but in a way that was fun and simple. I wanted a curriculum that used actual excerpts from
the books that you and your children read to use as a transcription in basic years and navka at the upper levels. I have enrolled in an art study that has been linked to history and includes fun art projects. In addition, I wanted to include science using live books to improve the subject matter under consideration. It was a
tall order - but our children deserve this approach. So here it is, build your own homeschool curriculum library. It took seven long years to relocate, but the entire K-12 program is complete. Check out our reviews to see what others have to say about our program. I hope you try the program and join the Family Build Your
Library. I'm building young minds, one book at a time! Current Full Grade Level Products Available for Purchase: Level 0 – Level 1 – Level 2 – Level 3 – Level 4 – Level 5 – Level 6 – Level 7 – Level 8 – Level 9 – Level 10 – Level 11 – Level 12. (See Grades vs. Classes vs. Age) Current unit studies – Complementary
educational products available for purchase: Harry Potter Literature Unit Studies: Harry Potter and the Stone Witch Unit Study, Study unit of the Chamber of Secrets, Study of the Azkaban Prisoner Unit, Study of the Goblet Unit of Fire Unit, Order of the Phoenix Unit Study, Half-Blood Prince Unit Study, and Deathly
Hallows Unit Study. History of Thanksgiving Units Study A Jan Brett Christmas Unit Study of Winter Holidays Around the World Unit Study Unit of Darwin Hobbits and Evolution Unit Study Sharks! Study Unit Study 2nd World War II Study Unit Pre-Awareness Unit Study Units Have You Seen My New Book? Other
educational products: Story cards Book centuries and timeline numbers For more information, FAQs and other support follow this link. Emily Cook is the author and creator of the secular homeschool curriculum Build Your Library, based on the literature K-12 program, which was ignited by the learning of Charlotte
Mason. He writes year-round school plans, as well as shorter current unit studies. Emily has been training four children in Southern NH for 17 years. She is passionate about reading children of all ages and likes to share her love of literature with others. She and her family also makes incredibly stupid videos about
homeschooling, books and more on Youtube at ARRRGH! Schooling. You can follow her on Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest. On Amazon, you also look at its copyright page. Amazon. Amazon.
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